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The�SM�is�established
The�SM�is�quite�successful�theory�of�the�particle�physics�

All�the�particles�are�already�discovered�:�The�last�one�is�the�Higgs�boson�

Most�of�the�experimental�data�are�consistent�with�the�SM�predictions�

However�we�still�consider�that�there�should�be�new�physics�beyond�the�SM�
somewhere��

Unfortunately�there�is�few�of�hints�for�the�scale�of�BSM �

In�this�talk,�we�will�see�some�motivations�for�the�BSM



Theoretical�Issues

Grand�Unified�Theory?�

Gauge�Hierarchy�problem�and�scalar�mass?�

Origin�of�generations?�
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Desire�for�Unification
History�of�Physics�� �Unification�of�Interactions�

A�puzzle�for�charge�quantization�:�  
�� �Unification�of�matters�

We�expect�some�unification�at�high�energy�scales�

Electroweak�+�QCD�+�Gravity

≃

|Qe + Qp | < 1 × 10−21e
→

Grand�Unified�Theory?
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SU(5)�GUT:The�simplest�realization
The�simplest�one�is�SU(5)�GUT 
GSM:�rank�4� �rank�4�simple�group:�SU(5),�O(8),�O(9),�Sp(8),�F4��

At�the�GUT�scale,��the�theory�predicts�  

Unification�of�matter: 
Quarks�and�leptons�are�embedded�into�� �and�� �representations  

�� �������

↔

g3 = g2 = g1( =
5
3
g′�)
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Georgi&Glashow, �

qL�can�be�embedded

Charge�quantization�
is�realized.

SU(5) → SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) → SU(3) × U(1)em
⟨Σ24⟩ ⟨H5⟩



SU(5)�GUT:The�simplest�realization

Doublet�triplet�splitting:��  

 
Why�the�color�triplet�is�very�heavy,�while�doublet�Higgs�is�light?�

Bad�Yukawa�relation:�� ��

Gauge�coupling�unification�may�fail�

Unification�scale�~�1015GeV� �Too�fast�proton�decay

H5 = ((H5C)a

(H5)α )

YT
d = YE = Y5

→

The�idea�of�SU(5)�GUT�is�simple�and�beautiful�but�

SU(2)�doublet�with��Y =
1
2=

Color�triplet



SU(5)�GUT:The�simplest�realization

SM

Unified?

μ[GeV]

The�scale�is�1012-1015�GeV

The�unification�will�be�restored�by��
adding�new�particles�in�the�low�energy�scale
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Let’s�approach�some�of�these�problems.



Minimal�SUSY�SM
SUSY:�Boson�� Fermion�

Many�new�particles�(super�partners)�

Quadratic�divergence�in�scalar�sector�
cancels�(later)�

If�R-parity�is�conserved,�a�DM�
candidate�is�provided�

But�no�super�partners�are�found�

↔

https://natgeo.nikkeibp.co.jp/��(KEK)

https://natgeo.nikkeibp.co.jp/


SUSY�SU(5)�GUT
With�additional�particles,�� 
the�coefficients�� �increase:

  

In�order�to�make�GUT�scale�
high�enough,�additional�
colored�particle�is�necessary�

In�SUSY,�gluino�contribution�
is�important!�
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Figure 6.8: Two-loop renormal-
ization group evolution of the
inverse gauge couplings α−1

a (Q)
in the Standard Model (dashed
lines) and the MSSM (solid
lines). In the MSSM case, the
sparticle masses are treated as
a common threshold varied be-
tween 750 GeV and 2.5 TeV,
and α3(mZ) is varied between
0.117 and 0.120.
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6.5 Renormalization Group equations for the MSSM

In order to translate a set of predictions at an input scale into physically meaningful quantities that
describe physics near the electroweak scale, it is necessary to evolve the gauge couplings, superpotential
parameters, and soft terms using their renormalization group (RG) equations. This ensures that the
loop expansions for calculations of observables will not suffer from very large logarithms.

As a technical aside, some care is required in choosing regularization and renormalization procedures
in supersymmetry. The most popular regularization method for computations of radiative corrections
within the Standard Model is dimensional regularization (DREG), in which the number of spacetime
dimensions is continued to d = 4 − 2ϵ. Unfortunately, DREG introduces a spurious violation of su-
persymmetry, because it has a mismatch between the numbers of gauge boson degrees of freedom and
the gaugino degrees of freedom off-shell. This mismatch is only 2ϵ, but can be multiplied by factors
up to 1/ϵn in an n-loop calculation. In DREG, supersymmetric relations between dimensionless cou-
pling constants (“supersymmetric Ward identities”) are therefore not explicitly respected by radiative
corrections involving the finite parts of one-loop graphs and by the divergent parts of two-loop graphs.
Instead, one may use the slightly different scheme known as regularization by dimensional reduction,
or DRED, which does respect supersymmetry [113]. In the DRED method, all momentum integrals
are still performed in d = 4 − 2ϵ dimensions, but the vector index µ on the gauge boson fields Aa

µ

now runs over all 4 dimensions to maintain the match with the gaugino degrees of freedom. Running
couplings are then renormalized using DRED with modified minimal subtraction (DR) rather than
the usual DREG with modified minimal subtraction (MS). In particular, the boundary conditions at
the input scale should presumably be applied in a supersymmetry-preserving scheme like DR. One
loop β-functions are always the same in these two schemes, but it is important to realize that the MS
scheme does violate supersymmetry, so that DR is preferred† from that point of view. (The NSVZ
scheme [118] also respects supersymmetry and has some very useful properties, but with a less obvious
connection to calculations of physical observables. It is also possible, but not always very practical, to

†Even the DRED scheme may not provide a supersymmetric regulator, because of either ambiguities or inconsistencies
(depending on the precise method) appearing at five-loop order at the latest [114]. Fortunately, this does not seem to
cause practical difficulties [115, 116]. See also ref. [117] for an interesting proposal that avoids doing violence to the
number of spacetime dimensions.

66

Martin,�arXiv:9709356

mS=750GeV�and�2.5TeV



Alternative�Scenarios

5

mass of the second Higgs doublet to be mH = 3TeV, along with the light leptoquark masses

m�1 = m�2 = 3TeV, and the triplet-octet mass m38 = 10 TeV then leads to unification at a scale

⇤GUT = 1.2⇥ 1016GeV, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Running coupling constants with mH = m�1 = m�2 = 3TeV and m38 = 10 TeV. See text for

details.

To fully explore the viable parameter space of the model, we performed a random scan over the

masses in the ranges

m�1 , m�2 2
⇥
400, 107

⇤
GeV, mH 2

⇥
480, 107

⇤
GeV, m38 2

⇥
103, 1016

⇤
GeV, (6)

using logarithmic priors. The lower bound on the mass of the second Higgs doublet is motivated by

constraints on the charged Higgs mass from B ! Xs� [18], while the leptoquarks are constrained

by direct searches, to be discussed in Sec. V. The model parameters for which unification is achieved

(within 2� uncertainties on the gauge couplings) are shown in Fig. 2. From the left panel, it is

evident that unification leads to an upper limit on the mass of the lightest leptoquark, �1. This is

attained for degenerate leptoquark masses, m�1 = m�2 , and when mH takes its minimum value.

This case is shown by the red shaded band in Fig. 2. We therefore find that unification requires at

least one leptoquark to have a mass below . 16TeV. Furthermore, it is clear from the right panel

of Fig. 2 that the second leptoquark, �2, cannot be arbitrarily heavy. The upper limit on m�2 is

determined by the minimal allowed values for m�1 and mH , which are constrained by experiment.

Finally, note that the scale of gauge coupling unification ⇤GUT, denoted by the colour of the points,

is strongly correlated with m38 and only mildly sensitive to the other mass thresholds.

Let us now comment on the minimal case, where the 24-plet is instead described by a real scalar

Cox,�Kusenko,�Sumensari,�Yanagida,�JHEP1703,�035 Goto,�Mishima,�T.S.,�work�in�progress
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Gauge�Hierarchy�Problem

No�symmetry�can�prohibit�the�scalar�mass�term�

Fermion�mass�

Vector�boson�mass�

Naive�mass�scale�can�be�a�typical�scale�of�the�theory�

Planc?�GUT?�Much�much�larger�than�electroweak�scale!�

Quadratic�divergence�from�loop�contributions

It�strongly�suggests�BSM�physics�at�around�TeV�scale!

Chiral�symmetry

Gauge�symmetry

⇠ �⇤2



Attempts�to�gauge�hierarchy�problem

SUSY�

Quadratic�divergence�cancels�between�scalar�loop�and�fermion�loop�

Higgs�mass�comes�from�� �&�SUSY�breaking�� � -problem��

Higgs�as�a�pseudo�Nambu-Goldstone�boson�

Gauge�Higgs�Unification�

Higgs�boson�=�extra�component�of�gauge�field�in�extra�dimension

W ∋ μH1 ⋅ H2 →μ

How�to�approximately�forbid�scalar�mass�term?�
How�to�avoid�quadratic�divergence�via�radiative�correction

LHC�gives�a�stringent�bound�on�all�these�scenarios



Three�Generations?
We�don’t�know�why�there�are�three�generation�fermions�

Only�the�difference�is�their�mass!�

In�the�SM,�fermion�mass�is�generated�via�Yukawa�interactions!�

What�is�the�origin�of�Yukawa�interactions?� 
e.g.�� �

Why�the�interactions�are�different?� 
while�the�quantum�charges�are�the�same.

Yij
UūRiΦ̃qLj → Mij

UūRiuLi

There�is�no�good�explanation�of�it�in�the�SM.



Higgs�Sector?
The�gauge�sector�of�the�SM�is�very�beautiful�

Gauge�principle�controls�everything�

There�are�only�three�parameters�

The�Higgs�sector�is�not.��

There�seems�to�be�no�principle�to�control�the�Higgs�sector.��

Negative�mass�squared?�Complexity�of�Yukawa�interactions,�

Is�there�some�principle�to�control�the�Higgs�sector?�If�yes,�what�is�it?



Phenomenological�Motivations

Neutrino�oscillation�

Existence�of�the�DM�

Baryon�asymmetry�of�the�Universe�

Muon�g-2�?�

Lepton�non-universality�?�

There�are�some�phenomena�which�the�SM�does�not�explain�

} Relevant�to�Cosmology

} Excess?



Neutrino�Oscillation
Neutrino�oscillation�� �Mass�differences�

Tritium�beta�decay�experiment�� 2�eV�

Neutrinos�are�not�massless�but�have�TINY�mass

→

→ mν <

14. Neutrino masses, mixing, and oscillations 83
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Xing,��Int.J.Mod.Phys.�A29�(2014)�1430067



Tiny�neutrino�mass

In�the�SM,�the�neutrinos�are�massless�

We�need�to�consider�the�origin�of�neutrino�masses�

Two�possible�type�of�neutrino�mass�� �Neutrinos�have�no�em�charge�

Dirac�neutrino:��� �

Majorana�neutrino:��

←

ℒm = mνν̄RνL

ℒm = mνν̄c
LνL

Right-handed�neutrino�is�introduced

Dimension�five�operator�is�introduced

ℒy = yνν̄RΦℓL

ℒν =
c
M

(ℓ̄c
LΦ)(ℓLΦ)

TINY�Yukawa



Natural�suppression�for�Majorana�mass For�tiny�neutrino�mass,

is�necessary

Seesaw�model�(SM+RN)
Heavy�RN�mass�M�gives�strong�suppression

& m⌫ ⇠ 0.1 eV

Loop�induced�case
n-loop�contribution: cij = O

✓
f2n

(16⇡2)n

◆

cij ⇠ 0.012 M ⇠ 1010 GeV

f ⇠ 0.01 M ⇠ 1 TeV& & n = 2 m⌫ ⇠ 0.1 eV

Tiny�neutrino�masses
cij

M
(ℓ̄c

LΦ)(ℓLΦ)
Large�� �

��������or�
Small��

M

cij

Testable�at�Collider!



Examples�of�Radiative�models
with�Right-handed�neutrinos

νL νL

⟨φ⟩ ⟨φ⟩

φ0
2 φ0

2

νR

νL νLνR

ω −
1 ω −

1
ω −

2 ω −
2

eL eLeR eR

νL νL

⟨φ ⟩ ⟨φ ⟩

H− H−

S− S−

e−Re−R

νR

η0

Ma�model

AKS�model

KNT�model

Z2-parity�is�introduced�to�
forbid�tree�contributions

E.�Ma,�PRD73,077301

M.Aoki,�S.�Kanemura,�O.�Seto,�PRL102,051805
L.M.Krauss,S.Nasri,M.Trodden,�
PRD67,085002

The�lightest�Z2-odd�particle�is�stable

Candidate�of�DM

Additional�scalars�are�introduced!



Baryogenesis
We�mainly�observe�matter�(not�antimatter)

Earth,�Sun,�Solar�system,� �

Cosmic�ray�from�our�galaxy

the antiproton spectral index decreases more rapidly than
the proton spectral index and for the highest rigidity
interval, 60.3 ≤ jRj < 450 GV, the antiproton spectral
index is consistent with the proton spectral index.
Figure 3(a) presents the measured (p̄=p) flux ratio.

Compared with earlier experiments [2,6], the AMS results
extend the rigidity range to 450 GV with increased
precision. Figure 2 of Supplemental Material [18] shows
the low energy (< 10 GeV) part of our measured (p̄=p)
flux ratio. To minimize the systematic error for this flux
ratio we have used the 2.42 × 109 protons selected with the
same acceptance, time period, and absolute rigidity range
as the antiprotons. From 10 to 450 GV, the values of the
proton flux are identical to 1% to those in our publication
[16]. As seen from Fig. 3(a), above ∼60 GV the ratio
appears to be rigidity independent.
To estimate the lowest rigidity above which the (p̄=p)

flux ratio is rigidity independent, we use rigidity intervals
with starting rigidities from 10 GV and increasing bin by
bin. The ending rigidity for all intervals is fixed at 450 GV.
Each interval is split into two sections with a boundary
between the starting rigidity and 450 GV. Each of the two
sections is fit with a constant and we obtain two mean
values of the (p̄=p) flux ratio. The lowest starting rigidity of
the interval that gives consistent mean values at the
90% C.L. for any boundary defines the lowest limit.
This yields 60.3 GV as the lowest rigidity above which
the (p̄=p) flux ratio is rigidity independent with a mean
value of ð1.81 " 0.04Þ × 10−4. To further probe the behav-
ior of the flux ratio we define the best straight line fit over a
rigidity interval as

ðp̄=pÞ ¼ C þ kðjRj − R0Þ; ð4Þ

whereC is the value of the flux ratio atR0,kis the slope, and
R0 is chosen to minimize the correlation between the fitted
values of C and k, i.e., the mean of jRj over the interval
weighted with the statistical and uncorrelated systematic
errors. The solid red line in Fig. 3(a) shows this best straight
line fit above 60.3 GV, as determined above, together with
the 68% C.L. range of the fit parameters (shaded region).
Above 60.3 GV, R0 ¼ 91 GV. The fitted value of the slope,
k¼ ð−0.7 " 0.9Þ × 10−7 GV−1, is consistent with zero.
With the AMSmeasurements on the fluxes of all charged

elementary particles in cosmic rays, p̄, p, eþ , and e−, we
can now study the rigidity dependent behavior of different
flux ratios. The flux ratios and errors are tabulated in Tables
II and III of Supplemental Material [18]. For the antiproton-
to-positron ratio the rigidity independent interval is 60.3 ≤
jRj < 450 GV with a mean value of 0.479 " 0.014. Fitting
Eq. (4) over this interval yields kðp̄=eþ Þ ¼ ð−2.8 " 3.2Þ×
10−4 GV−1. For the proton-to-positron ratio, the rigidity
independent interval is 59.13 ≤ jRj < 500 GVwith a mean
value of ð2.67 " 0.05Þ × 103 and kðp=eþ Þ ¼ ð−0.9"
1.0Þ GV−1. Both results are shown in Fig. 3(b) together
with the 68% C.L. range of the fit parameters (shaded
regions). In the study of the ratios, we have taken into
account the correlation of the errors due to uncertainty in
the ECAL energy scale in Φe" [15].
In Fig. 4 of Supplemental Material [18] we present our

measured antiproton-to-electron and proton-to-electron
flux ratios. Both of these flux ratios exhibit rigidity
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Consistent�with�
secondary�production�

p

ISM
p + p → p + p + p + p+p̄

Anti-Proton
Proton

∼ 10−4



Baryogenesis
CMB�also�tells�us�that�our�Universe�is�Baryonic

arXiv:�1807.06205

Temperature�fluctuations

Correlation��⟨ δT(x)
T

δT(y)
T ⟩

Fourier�trf
DTT

ℓ =
ℓ(ℓ + 1)Cℓ

2πCMB Anisotropies 27
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Plate 4: Sensitivity of the acoustic temperature spectrum to four fundamental cosmological
parameters (a) the curvature as quantified by Ωtot (b) the dark energy as quantified by the
cosmological constant ΩΛ (wΛ = −1) (c) the physical baryon density Ωbh2 (d) the physical
matter density Ωmh2, all varied around a fiducial model of Ωtot = 1, ΩΛ = 0.65, Ωbh2 = 0.02,
Ωmh2 = 0.147, n = 1, zri = 0, Ei = 0.

28 Hu & Dodelson

popular belief, any one of these alone is not a standard ruler whose absolute
scale is known even in the working cosmological model. This is reflected in the
sensitivity of these scales to other cosmological parameters. For example, the
dependence of ℓa on Ωmh2 and hence the Hubble constant is quite strong. But
in combination with a measurement of the matter-radiation ratio from ℓeq, this
degeneracy is broken.

The weaker degeneracy of ℓa on the baryons can likewise be broken from a
measurement of the baryon-photon ratio R∗. The damping scale ℓd provides an
additional consistency check on the implicit assumptions in the working model,
e.g. recombination and the energy contents of the Universe during this epoch.
What makes the peaks so valuable for this test is that the rulers are standardize-
able and contain a built-in consistency check.

There remains a weak but perfect degeneracy between Ωtot and ΩΛ because
they both appear only in D∗. This is called the angular diameter distance degen-
eracy in the literature and can readily be generalized to dark energy components
beyond the cosmological constant assumed here. Since the effect of ΩΛ is in-
trinsically so small, it only creates a correspondingly small ambiguity in Ωtot for
reasonable values of ΩΛ. The down side is that dark energy can never be isolated
through the peaks alone since it only takes a small amount of curvature to mimic
its effects. The evidence for dark energy through the CMB comes about by al-
lowing for external information. The most important is the nearly overwhelming
direct evidence for Ωm < 1 from local structures in the Universe. The second is
the measurements of a relatively high Hubble constant h ≈ 0.7; combined with a
relatively low Ωmh2 that is preferred in the CMB data, it implies Ωm < 1 but at
low significance currently.

The upshot is that precise measurements of the acoustic peaks yield precise de-
terminations of four fundamental parameters of the working cosmological model:
Ωbh2, Ωmh2, D∗, and n. More generally, the first three can be replaced by ℓa, ℓeq,
ℓd and R∗ to extend these results to models where the underlying assumptions
of the working model are violated.

4 BEYOND THE PEAKS

Once the acoustic peaks in the temperature and polarization power spectra have
been scaled, the days of splendid isolation of cosmic microwave background the-
ory, analysis and experiment will have ended. Beyond and beneath the peaks
lies a wealth of information about the evolution of structure in the Universe and
its origin in the early universe. As CMB photons traverse the large scale struc-
ture of the Universe on their journey from the recombination epoch, they pick
up secondary temperature and polarization anisotropies. These depend on the
intervening dark matter, dark energy, baryonic gas density and temperature dis-
tributions, and even the existence of primordial gravity waves, so the potential

It�depends�on�cosmological�parameters

W.�Hu�and�S.�Dodelson,�astro-ph/0110414

ΩBh2 = 0.0224 ± 0.0001

η =
nB − nB̄

nγ
≃ 6.14 × 10−10

23. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 3

Figure 23.1: The primordial abundances of 4He, D, 3He, and 7Li as predicted
by the standard model of Big-Bang nucleosynthesis — the bands show the 95%
CL range [5]. Boxes indicate the observed light element abundances. The narrow
vertical band indicates the CMB measure of the cosmic baryon density, while the
wider band indicates the BBN D+4He concordance range (both at 95% CL).

predictions and thus in the key reaction cross sections. For example, it has been suggested
[31,32] that d(p, γ)3He measurements may suffer from systematic errors and be inferior to
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Baryogenesis
η =

nB − nB̄

nγ
≃ 6.14 × 10−10

The�observations�(CMB,�BBN)�strongly�suggest�baryon�asymmetric�Universe

How�can�we�produce�the�appropriate�amount�of�asymmetry�
in�baryon�symmetric�Universe?

Baryogenesis

One�comment: In�inflation�scenario,�primordial�baryon�number�is�
diluted�by�reheating�of�Universe

Baryogenesis�should�occur�after�inflation!



Baryogenesis

Baryon�number�is�violated�

Both�C�and�CP�are�violated�

There�is�an�interaction�outside�of�thermal�equilibrium

In�order�to�produce�BAU,�the�following�three�conditions�should�be�satisfied.
Sakharov’s�conditions

Note�that�they�are�not�sufficient�conditions�but�necessary�conditions



Baryogenesis

Baryon�number�is�violated�

Both�C�and�CP�are�violated�

There�is�an�interaction�outside�of�thermal�equilibrium

Sakharov’s�conditions
The�conditions�might�be�satisfied�in�the�framework�of�the�SM�

Sphaleron

Kobayashi-Maskawa�phase

1st�order�PT

Sphaleron:�Non-perturbative�saddle�point�solution�@�high�temperature

B+L�number�is�violated�(in�Left-handed�Q&L),�while�B-L�is�conserved�
The�process�is�relevant�when�T=100�GeV-1012�GeV



Baryogenesis

Baryon�number�is�violated�

Both�C�and�CP�are�violated�

There�is�an�interaction�outside�of�thermal�equilibrium

Sakharov’s�conditions
But,�it�is�known�that�the�mechanism�cannot�work�in�the�SM

Sphaleron

Kobayashi-Maskawa�phase

1st�order�PT

The�electroweak�phase�transition�is�NOT�1st�order�for�mh=125GeV�
Even�if�EWPT�were�1st�order,�KM�phase�(JCP)�is�too�small�to�produce�enough�
Baryon�asymmetry.

New�physics�is�necessary!!!



Scenarios�of�Baryogenesis
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Figure 1. Leptoquark decays.
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Figure 2. Radiative corrections to leptoquark decays important for CP-violation.

where δCP is the asymmetry in leptoquark decays,

δCP =
Γ(X → qq) − Γ(X̄ → q̄q̄)

Γtot

, (4)

Γtot is the total width of X, Neff is the number of effectively massless degrees of freedom, and
Smacro is a factor taking into account the kinetics of the leptoquark decays.

The progress over last 30 years is quite impressive: one can distinguish more than 44 different
ways to create baryons in the Universe! Here is the list taken from the titles of numerous papers
on this subject:

1. GUT baryogenesis. 2. GUT baryogenesis after preheating. 3. Baryogenesis from
primordial black holes. 4. String scale baryogenesis. 5. Affleck-Dine (AD) baryogenesis. 6.
Hybridized AD baryogenesis. 7. No-scale AD baryogenesis. 8. Single field baryogenesis. 9.
Electroweak (EW) baryogenesis. 10. Local EW baryogenesis. 11. Non-local EW baryogenesis.
12. EW baryogenesis at preheating. 13. SUSY EW baryogenesis. 14. String mediated EW
baryogenesis. 15. Baryogenesis via leptogenesis. 16. Inflationary baryogenesis. 17. Resonant
leptogenesis. 18. Spontaneous baryogenesis. 19. Coherent baryogenesis. 20. Gravitational
baryogenesis. 21. Defect mediated baryogenesis. 22. Baryogenesis from long cosmic strings.
23. Baryogenesis from short cosmic strings. 24. Baryogenesis from collapsing loops. 25.
Baryogenesis through collapse of vortons. 26. Baryogenesis through axion domain walls. 27.
Baryogenesis through QCD domain walls. 28. Baryogenesis through unstable domain walls.
29. Baryogenesis from classical force. 30. Baryogenesis from electrogenesis. 31. B-ball
baryogenesis. 32. Baryogenesis from CPT breaking. 33. Baryogenesis through quantum gravity.
34. Baryogenesis via neutrino oscillations. 35. Monopole baryogenesis. 36. Axino induced
baryogenesis. 37. Gravitino induced baryogenesis. 38. Radion induced baryogenesis. 39.
Baryogenesis in large extra dimensions. 40. Baryogenesis by brane collision. 41. Baryogenesis
via density fluctuations. 42. Baryogenesis from hadronic jets. 43. Thermal leptogenesis. 44.
Nonthermal leptogenesis.

2

Now�even�more

Shaposhnikov,�J.Phys.Conf.Ser.171:012005,2009.
Very�many�scenarios�are�considered�in�literatures



Baryogenesis

1. B�is�produced�by�the�1st�order�electroweak�phase�
transition�just�before�the�sphaleron�decoupling.�

2. B-L�is�produced�before�the�sphaleron�decoupling�era.

There�are�two�possible�cases�of�Baryogenesis

Typical�example�of�1�is�electroweak�baryogenesis,�and�that�of�2�is��leptogenesis



For�Electroweak�Baryogenesis
Strong�1st�order�EWPT�requires�extension�of�the�SM

Extended�Higgs�sector!�
e.g.�2HDM

Kanemura,�Okada,�Senaha,PLB606,361

 Contour plot of Δλhhh/λhhh and ϕc/Tc in the mΦ-M plane 
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sin(α-β) = -1, tanβ = 1
mh = 120 GeV
mΦ = mH = mA = mH

Δλhhh/λhhh = 5%
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FIG. 1: The straight line stands for the critical line which satisfied the condition, ϕc/Tc = 1. The

dashed lines are the deviation of hhh coupling from the SM value, where ∆λTHDM
hhh ≡ λeff

hhh(THDM)−

λeff
hhh(SM).

sphaleron process should be sufficiently suppressed. The most reliable condition has been

obtained from the lattice simulation study [20]. It is expressed as

ϕc

Tc
=

2E

λTc

>∼ 1. (13)

For mh = 120 GeV, this condition can be satisfied when the masses of the heavy Higgs

bosons are above 200 GeV. We can see from Eq. (4) that the correction to the hhh coupling

can be large in such a parameter region. Although the high temperature expansion gives

a qualitative description of the phase transition, the approximation breaks down when the

masses of the heavy Higgs bosons become larger than the critical temperature. We there-

fore evaluate the effective potential numerically and search the parameter space where the

condition (13) is satisfied.

In Fig. 1, we show the parameter region where the necessary condition of the electroweak

baryogenesis in Eq. (13) is satisfied in the mΦ-M plane. We take sin(α−β) = −1, tan β = 1

and mh = 120 GeV. For the heavy Higgs boson mass, we assume mH = mA = mH±(≡ mΦ)

to avoid the constraint on the ρ parameter from the LEP precision data [21]. In the numer-

ical evaluation, we take into account the ring summation for the contribution of the Higgs

bosons to the effective potential at finite temperature [18, 22]. For fixed values of mΦ and

M , we calculate the effective potential (6) varying the temperature T and determine the

6

Extra�Higgs�bosons�as�H,A�H± Testable@Collider�exp.

Extra�boson�loop�can�contribute

In�an�extended�Higgs�sector,�new�CP�phases�can�be�introduced

EDM



Thermal�Leptogenesis
M.�Fukugida&T.�Yanagida,�PLB174,45;�
W.�Buchmüller,�P.�Di�Bari,�and�M.�Plümacher,�Annals.�Phys.�315,305;��
G.�F.�Giudice�et�al,�NPB685,89�....

#L�is�produced�by�heavy�right-handed�neutrino�decay

Converted�to�#B�via�sphaleron�

Baryon�number�is�violated�

Both�C�and�CP�are�violated�

There�is�an�interaction�outside�of�thermal�equilibrium

Sphaleron

CP�violating�RN�decay

Decoupling�of��
RN�decay



Thermal�Leptogenesis

108 G.F. Giudice et al. / Nuclear Physics B 685 (2004) 89–149

N1 contribution to neutrino masses. Stronger (weaker) restrictions are obtained if there are
less (more) than 3 right-handed neutrinos.
In conclusion, measuring neutrino masses does not fix m̃1 and mN1 , which remain as

free parameters. Therefore we compute η as function of mN1 and of m̃1 renormalized at
the high scale mN1 (at high scales m̃1 is about (20–30)% larger than at low energy).

4.0.4. Results
Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the N1 and B−L abundances at our sample ‘atmospheric’

point: m̃1(mN1) = r("m2
atm)1/2 = 0.06 eV and mN1 = 1010 GeV. For these values the N1

abundancy remains close to thermal equilibrium, so that leptogenesis is mainly determined
only by the later stages of the evolution at relatively small temperatures. This explains why,
despite the significant variations at higher temperature, there is only a mild correction to
the final baryon asymmetry. Proper subtraction of on-shell scatterings reduces wash-out by
a 3/2 factor. This gives a 3/2 increase of the efficiency, as can be seen from the analytical
approximation of Ref. [29].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Evolution of YN1 (blue curves) and |YB−L/ϵN1 | (red curves) with temperature in the SM. We fix
mN1 = 1010 GeV and m̃1(mN1 ) = 0.06 eV. The dashed line shows the thermal abundance of YN1 . (a) Full
computation, the efficiency is η = 0.0036. (b) No new effect included (and on-shell scatterings incorrectly
subtracted), η = 0.0017. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Giudice�et�al.,�NPB685,�89(2004)

B-L�is�frozen�out

Introduction
FlavouredLeptogenesis
Finitemasscontributions

Summary

CPviolationinNdecay
LeptonasymmetrycanbeproducedbytheNdecay:
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Out�of�equilibrium

Unfortunately,�it�is�very�hard�
to�probe�this�scenario�☹

Large�enough�CPV�→ M1 > 1010GeV
Naively



The�Dark�Matter
There�should�be�Dark�Matter�in�the�Universe

2.2. Evidence of Dark Matter 27

the galactic center as in Fig. 2.1. The flat rotation curves have now been observed

for almost all galaxies, including our galaxy, the Milky Way. If the galaxy contains

far more unknown mass than the luminous object, then this flat rotation curve can

be explained. It was found that more than 95% of the mass of galaxies consists of

unknown dark matter.

Figure 2.1: Galactic rotation curve for NGC 6503 dwarf spiral galaxy. Image credit:
Katherine Freese [38].

2.2.2 Gravitational Lensing and Bullet Cluster

The bending of light while it passes through the vicinity of a gravitating mass gives

rise to the lensing e↵ect. This phenomenon is known as gravitational lensing. If a

luminous object is present in the background of the gravitating mass at a suitable

distance, then the lensing e↵ect will create a distorted or multiple images. The

observance of such lensing e↵ects in the galaxies by unseen matter indicates the

presence of dark matter. The huge amount of unseen dark matter present in the

galaxies will produce ring images (Einstein’s rings) through strong gravitational

lensing e↵ect. Weak lensing by smaller astronomical objects such as planets, stars,

will produce distorted images. From the lensing e↵ect, the unseen dark matter mass

present in the galaxies can be estimated using the lens equation of Einstein’s general

NASA

K.�Freese,�EAS�Publ.�Ser.�36,�113��NASA

arXiv:�1807.06205

CMB Anisotropies 27
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Plate 4: Sensitivity of the acoustic temperature spectrum to four fundamental cosmological
parameters (a) the curvature as quantified by Ωtot (b) the dark energy as quantified by the
cosmological constant ΩΛ (wΛ = −1) (c) the physical baryon density Ωbh2 (d) the physical
matter density Ωmh2, all varied around a fiducial model of Ωtot = 1, ΩΛ = 0.65, Ωbh2 = 0.02,
Ωmh2 = 0.147, n = 1, zri = 0, Ei = 0.

28 Hu & Dodelson

popular belief, any one of these alone is not a standard ruler whose absolute
scale is known even in the working cosmological model. This is reflected in the
sensitivity of these scales to other cosmological parameters. For example, the
dependence of ℓa on Ωmh2 and hence the Hubble constant is quite strong. But
in combination with a measurement of the matter-radiation ratio from ℓeq, this
degeneracy is broken.

The weaker degeneracy of ℓa on the baryons can likewise be broken from a
measurement of the baryon-photon ratio R∗. The damping scale ℓd provides an
additional consistency check on the implicit assumptions in the working model,
e.g. recombination and the energy contents of the Universe during this epoch.
What makes the peaks so valuable for this test is that the rulers are standardize-
able and contain a built-in consistency check.

There remains a weak but perfect degeneracy between Ωtot and ΩΛ because
they both appear only in D∗. This is called the angular diameter distance degen-
eracy in the literature and can readily be generalized to dark energy components
beyond the cosmological constant assumed here. Since the effect of ΩΛ is in-
trinsically so small, it only creates a correspondingly small ambiguity in Ωtot for
reasonable values of ΩΛ. The down side is that dark energy can never be isolated
through the peaks alone since it only takes a small amount of curvature to mimic
its effects. The evidence for dark energy through the CMB comes about by al-
lowing for external information. The most important is the nearly overwhelming
direct evidence for Ωm < 1 from local structures in the Universe. The second is
the measurements of a relatively high Hubble constant h ≈ 0.7; combined with a
relatively low Ωmh2 that is preferred in the CMB data, it implies Ωm < 1 but at
low significance currently.

The upshot is that precise measurements of the acoustic peaks yield precise de-
terminations of four fundamental parameters of the working cosmological model:
Ωbh2, Ωmh2, D∗, and n. More generally, the first three can be replaced by ℓa, ℓeq,
ℓd and R∗ to extend these results to models where the underlying assumptions
of the working model are violated.

4 BEYOND THE PEAKS

Once the acoustic peaks in the temperature and polarization power spectra have
been scaled, the days of splendid isolation of cosmic microwave background the-
ory, analysis and experiment will have ended. Beyond and beneath the peaks
lies a wealth of information about the evolution of structure in the Universe and
its origin in the early universe. As CMB photons traverse the large scale struc-
ture of the Universe on their journey from the recombination epoch, they pick
up secondary temperature and polarization anisotropies. These depend on the
intervening dark matter, dark energy, baryonic gas density and temperature dis-
tributions, and even the existence of primordial gravity waves, so the potential

W.�Hu�and�S.�Dodelson,�astro-ph/0110414

Dark�Energy
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Baryon



Dark�Matter
Particle�DM�or�primordial�Black�hole�

There�is�no�candidate�in�the�SM�

Neutrino�is�a�candidate�of�hot�DM�but�it�is�inconsistent�with�large�scale�
structure�of�the�Universe�

New�particle�is�necessary��

Electrically�neutral�

Stable�enough Some�symmetry�as�Rp,�Z2,�Z3,�

It�may�not�be�likely�(recently�shown�by�Subaru)



Direct�search�of�DM16 26. Dark matter

Figure 26.1: WIMP cross sections (normalized to a single nucleon) for spin-
independent coupling versus mass. The DAMA/LIBRA [72], and CDMS-Si
enclosed areas are regions of interest from possible signal events. References to the
experimental results are given in the text. For context, the black contour shows a
scan of the parameter space of 4 typical SUSY models, CMSSM, NUHM1, NUHM2,
pMSSM10 [73], which integrates constraints set by ATLAS Run 1.

Argon for example).

In summary, the confused situation at low WIMP mass has largely been cleared
up (with the notable exception of the DAMA claim). Liquid noble gas detectors have
achieved large progress in sensitivity to spin independent coupling WIMPs without seeing
any hint of a signal. A lot of progress has also been achieved by the PICO experiment
for spin dependent couplings. Many new projects focus on the very low mass range of
0.1-10 GeV. Sensitivities down to σχp of 10−13 pb, as needed to probe nearly all of the
MSSM parameter space [39] at WIMP masses above 10 GeV and to saturate the limit
of the irreducible neutrino-induced background [56], will be reached with Ar and/or
Xe detectors of multi-ton masses, assuming nearly perfect background discrimination
capabilities. For WIMP masses below 10 GeV, this cross section limit is set by the solar
neutrinos, inducing an irreducible background at an equivalent cross section around 10−9

pb, which is accessible with less massive low threshold detectors [31].
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Direct�detection�of�DM�provides�stringent�bound�on�many�DM�models
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Summary
There�are�several�motivations�for�BSM�

Theoretical�issues�such�as�Unification,�hierarchy�problem,� �

There�are�also�phenomenological�problems�

But�we�don’t�know�anything�about�the�scale�of�BSM �  
maybe�just�above�the�EW�scale,�maybe�much�higher�than�EW�scale�

Some�BSM�models�predict�extension�of�scalar�sector�at�rather�low�scale.�

Since�the�Higgs�sector�of�the�SM�is�not�well-understood,�exploring�it�will�
be�the�most�important�task

It�is�important�to�test�this�case!�
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Current�anomaly�in�SM
B,L�currents�are�anomalous�in�the�SM

B-L�is�conserved

B+L�is�violated�due�to�the�vacuum�structure��

Chern-Simons�number



Vacuum�structure
Classical�vacuum�of�the�SU(2)�gauge�system

0 1 2 NCS

Tunneling�effect�

Thermal�transition

The�vacuum�is�characterized�by�NCS

Tunnelling�rate

Thermal�transition�rate

It�is�significant�at�finite�temperature

symmetric�phase�

broken�phase



Sphaleron
“Sphaleron�process”�leads�to�the�effective�operator

All�left�handed!4 DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT

Sphaleron

Figure 1. One of the 12-fermion processes which are in thermal equilibrium in
the high-temperature phase of the standard model.

These processes have a profound effect on the generation of the cosmological baryon asymmetry.
Equation (2) suggests that any B + L asymmetry generated at temperatures T > TEW will be
washed out. However, since only left-handed fields couple to sphalerons, a non-zero value of
B + L can persist in the high-temperature, symmetric phase if there exists a non-vanishing B − L
asymmetry. An analysis of the chemical potentials of all particle species in the high-temperature
phase yields the following relation between the baryon asymmetry ηB and the corresponding L
and B − L asymmetries ηL and ηB−L, respectively [13],

ηB = asphηB−L = asph

asph − 1
ηL. (5)

Here asph is a number O(1). In the SM with three generations and one Higgs doublet one has
asph = 28/79.

3. Leptogenesis

3.1. A qualitative overview

The deep connection between baryon and lepton number in the early universe has led to the
realization that lepton number violating processes, whose presence is predicted by the see–saw
model for light neutrino masses [4, 5], can be responsible for the observed cosmological baryon
asymmetry.

In the see–saw model, the smallness of light neutrino masses is explained through the mixing
of left-handed neutrinos with right-handed neutrinos νR which are not present in the SM but are
predicted in certain models of grand unification. The interactions of the SM are supplemented
by the following Yukawa couplings of neutrinos,

LY = lLhνRφ + νc
RMνR + h.c., (6)

where M is the Majorana mass matrix of the right-handed neutrinos, and the Yukawa couplings
h yield the Dirac neutrino mass matrix mD = hv after spontaneous breaking of the electroweak

New Journal of Physics 6 (2004) 105 (http://www.njp.org/)

Taken�from�hep-ph/0406014

log a ~ log(T�–1)

log t
–

Hubble

sphaleron
electroweak

1015GeV 1012GeV Tc

電弱相転移直後 v(TC) ≪ 200GeV (弱い一次、または二次転移)のとき、

Tdec < T < TC =⇒ t̄(br)
sph > H(T )−1 となるTdecが存在する。

−→ 非対称相でさえ、スファレロン過程は化学平衡

Ȝ phaleron  decoupling  and  E hase  transitio Ȝ /5-23

Funakubo’s�slide

The�process�is�in�the�thermal�bath�at��



Sphaleron
B+L�is�violated�(only�in�the�left-hand�fermions)�

B-L�is�conserved�

The�process�is�relevant�when�T=100GeV-1012GeV

B-L�is�produced�before�the�sphaleron�decoupling�era.�

B�is�produced�by�the�1st�order�electroweak�phase�
transition�just�before�the�sphaleron�decoupling.

Because�of�the�sphaleron,�all�the�baryogenesis�scenarios�
are�classified�into�two�cases


